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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In recent weeks, media outlets around the world have started highlighting a medical phenomenon

called “sudden adult death syndrome,” or SADS, in what appears to be a clear effort to obscure the

reality of COVID jab deaths.

SADS is also short for “sudden arrhythmic death syndrome,”  which was Drst identiDed in 1977.

Underlying factors for SADS (both the sudden adult death and sudden arrhythmic versions) include

undiagnosed myocarditis, inKammatory conditions and other conditions that cause irregularities in

the electrical system of the heart, thereby triggering cardiac arrest.  While SADS has been known

to occur before, what’s new is the prevalence of this previously rare event.

Historical Prevalence of SADS

According to the British Heart Association, there are about 500 cases of SADS in the U.K. each

year.  The British OTce for National Statistics, on the other hand, show far fewer cases.  The ONS

lists a total of 128 cases of SADS (all age groups, whether listed as cardiac-related or unknown) in

2016, 77 cases in 2017, 70 in 2018, 107 in 2019 and 139 cases in 2020.

While data on SADS incidence for 2021 and 2022 are hard to come by, incidence has apparently

risen suTciently enough to cause concern in some countries. Before the pandemic, SADS was the

acronym for sudden arrhythmia death syndrome, which was rare and with scant research on it

except to mention that it accounted for about 30% of unexpected cardiac deaths among young

people.

But today, it’s no longer rare and SADS is virtually on steroids as the numbers of sudden deaths in

young adults pile up around the world. The numbers are so concerning that in Australia, for

example, the Melbourne Baker Heart and Diabetes Institute is setting up a new SADS registry “to

gain more information” about the phenomenon.

According to a spokesperson, there are approximately 750 SADS cases per year in Australia. In the

U.S., the average annual death toll from SADS is said to be around 4,000.

Since the rollout of the COVID jabs, the news has been chockful of reports of young, healthy and

often athletic people dying “for no reason” and doctors claim to be “ba_ed” by it. Doctors and

scientists in Australia are even urging everyone under the age of 40 to get their hearts checked,

even if they’re healthy and Dt.

Any thinking person, on the other hand, can clearly see the correlation between the shots, which are

now well-known for their ability to cause heart inKammation, and the rise in sudden death among

young and healthy people.

Hundreds of Athletes Have Collapsed and Died Post-Jab

Among athletes, sudden death incidence has historically ranged between 1 in 40,000 and 1 in

80,000.  An analysis  of deaths among competitive athletes between 1980 and 2006 in the U.S.

identiDed a total of 1,866 cases where an athlete either collapsed from cardiac arrest and/or died

suddenly. That’s 1,866 cases occurring over a span of 27 years, giving us an annual average of 69 in

the U.S.

Data  compiled by the International Olympic Committee show 1,101 sudden deaths in athletes

under age 35 between 1966 and 2004, giving us an average annual rate of 29 sudden deaths,

across all sports. Meanwhile, between March 2021 and March 2022 alone — a single year — at least

769 athletes have suffered cardiac arrest, collapse, and/or have died on the Deld, worldwide.

“ Among EU FIFA (football/soccer ball) athletes,
sudden death increased by 420% in 2021.”

Good Sciencing, which is keeping a running total of athletic deaths post-jab puts the current

number of cardiac arrests at 1,090 and total deaths at 715.  Several dozen more are pending

conDrmation that the athlete had in fact received the shot.

Among EU FIFA (football/soccer ball) athletes, sudden death increased by 420% in 2021.

Historically, about Dve soccer players have died while playing the game each year. Between January

and mid-November 2021, 21 FIFA players died from sudden death.

COVID Jab Clearly Associated With Heart Injury

An opinion piece in Frontiers in Sports and Active Living, published in April 2022, highlights the

correlation between COVID jab-induced heart inKammation and sudden cardiac death in athletes:

“Increased COVID-related SCD [sudden cardiac death] appears to be due, at least in part, to

a recent history of infection and/or vaccination that induces in@ammatory and immune

impairment that injures the heart.

An unhealthy lifestyle that may include poor diet or overtraining may likely be a contributing

factor. The seeming increased incidence of myocarditis and pericarditis during COVID-19

and in the post-vaccination period, and SCD, poses a serious risk to not only athletes but all

others and is a cause for alarm.

As the population ages and the popularity of running, cycling, and other endurance sports

increases, the burden of SCD risk can potentially grow as well. A strong focus on both

health and Ktness should be a loud and clear public health message.”

The Signal That Cannot Be Silenced

In a June 13, 2022, Substack article, Dr. Pierre Kory also commented on this latest effort to explain

away COVID jab deaths:

“I recently posted a deeply referenced compilation  of evidence detailing the historic

humanitarian catastrophe that has slowly unfolded within most advanced health

economies across the world. Caused by a global mass vaccination campaign led by the

Pharma masters of BMGF/WHO/CDC that illogically (but proKtably) targeted a rapidly

mutating coronavirus.

They did it with what turned out to be the most toxic protein used therapeutically in the

history of medicine. In vials mixed with lipid nano-particles, polyethylene glycol and who

knows what else.

I cited studies and reports showing massive increases in cardiovascular deaths and

neurologic (and other) disabilities amongst working age adults, beginning in 2021 only.

A disturbing signal screaming from the original clinical trials data,  VAERS data,  life

insurance data,  disability data,  reports of cardiac arrests of professional athletes,  rises

in ambulance calls for cardiac arrests in pre-heart attack age young people,  and the

massive increases in illnesses and data manipulations  in Department of Defense

databases.

As these events become more and more recognized by the average citizen (and occasional

journalist), a new pathetic ‘Disinformation Campaign’ was launched in response trying to

blame all the young people dying as simply a need for increased awareness of the rare

condition called Sudden Adult Death Syndrome (SADS), rather than examples of the legions

dying from the vaccines.

The fact checkers also came out in support of this narrative, branding anyone who thinks

the vaccines are the cause of SADS as a conspiracy theorist ...

What is nauseating is the tone of purported good intention within these articles, informing

folks that if you are related to someone young who died suddenly you should go see a

cardiologist to make sure you don’t have an abnormal EKG.

After it turns out normal, they will assuredly tell you to get vaccinated, an absurdity atop a

mountain of absurdities caused by our bio-medical-media industrial complex over the past

2+ years.”

Diseases ‘Suppressed by COVID’ Make Comebacks

Media are also trying to write off increases of other diseases as something other than COVID jab-

related. “Diseases Suppressed During COVID Are Coming Back in New and Peculiar Ways,” CNBC

reported June 10, 2022.

The article goes on to discuss how viruses other than SARS-CoV-2 are now “rearing their heads in

new and unusual ways.” InKuenza, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), adenovirus, tuberculosis and

monkeypox have all “spiked and exhibited strange behaviors in recent months,” CNBC notes.

No mention is made, however, of the fact that the COVID jab has been linked to vaccine-acquired

immunodeDciency (lowered immune function), rendering you more susceptible to infections and

chronic diseases of all kinds, including autoimmune diseases.  MIT research scientist Stephanie

Seneff explains the mechanisms for this in “COVID Vaccines and Neurodegenerative Disease.”

The COVID jab has also been shown to activate latent viruses, including hepatitis C,

cytomegalovirus,  varicella-zoster  and herpes viruses.  Not surprisingly, Moderna is now working

on a new vaccine for “latent cytomegalovirus prevention.”

This is yet another case of a drug company creating a “remedy” against a health problem their own

product was responsible for creating in the Drst place. CNBC, meanwhile, cites “health experts”

who attribute lowered immunity to COVID lockdowns, mask wearing and missed childhood

vaccinations.

Amputations of arms, legs, Dngers and toes — consequences of post-jab blood clots — are also

being written off as something else.  In this case, media are blaming it on high cholesterol,  totally

ignoring the fact that high cholesterol has been prevalent for decades, and only now are people

losing their extremities in shocking numbers.

Spikes in blood clots and strokes, meanwhile, are being blamed on smoking, pregnancy and

contraceptives,  even though blood clots and strokes are among the most common side effects of

the COVID jab. Most ridiculous of all, however, is the claim that a “newly-discovered, highly

reactive” chemical in the earth’s atmosphere is suspected of triggering heart disease.

To anyone with half a brain, it’s clear that government authorities and media are doing everything

they can to shift blame away from what is the most obvious culprit, namely the COVID shots.

All the diseases and conditions they’re now blaming on everything from cholesterol to mysterious

atmospheric chemicals are known side effects of the jab. The elephant in the room is so gigantic,

you can’t even get around it anymore. It’s pressing us against the walls.

Nursing Reports From the Frontlines

In his June 13, 2022, Substack article,  Kory also shares insider information from a senior ICU and

ER nurse who suffered blood clotting injuries, spontaneous unstoppable bleeding and cervical

lymph node enlargement following her second PDzer dose.

She Dled a report with the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), which has since

vanished. The batch numbers for the shots she received were associated with bad neurological

responses and clotting. She also lost her hematologist-oncologist to vaccine injury.

While only in his early 40s, he’s now too injured to practice. “He was a ‘true believer’ and in denial

until it was him who was the injured patient,” she told Kory.

The major cancer hospital where she works now have caseloads “in the thousands,” she says,

whereas before the average caseload was between 250 and 400 in any given quarter. They don’t

even have enough beds or infusion space to treat them all, and radiation treatments are

backlogged.

All kinds of cancers are showing up — brain, lymph, stomach, pancreas, blood and even EYE

cancers, “especially in younger people recently vaxxed.” Strokes are also “way up” in people with no

risk factors or comorbidities. In an email to Kory, she wrote:

“Ask me anything. I'll tell you inside scoop from the @oors and suites. This has to stop.

They need to admit the fraud and crime and STOP. The liability must be lifted, mandates

ended. They KNOW NOW and many KNEW THEN.

Don't know if you'll even read this, but I follow all of you on substack and Twitter — those

not banned yet! — and read ALL the data. I've been a lab rat myself from an issue from a car

accident years back — I know the process. So much fraud.”

In a follow-up email, the unnamed nurse continued:

“Lost 4 practitioners to serious side effects of ‘strongly encouraged’ boosters. 2

hospitalized, one in MICU ... All in early 30s to mid-40s. They had no need for boosters ...

All had COVID previous, N antibodies fully measurable.”

Cardiac Anomalies Abound

Her colleagues in the cardiac unit also report “many anomalies ... that never existed before,”

including massive thrombi that Dll the entire artery. Some embalmers have documented this never-

before-seen phenomenon.  They also can barely keep up with the unprecedented number of

cardiac arrests. Kory writes:

“She told me ... that on some night shifts, nurse teams are seeing more cardiac arrests in a

single shift than ever before and in unprecedented younger age patients.

On some shifts, they have had so many that the ‘crash carts’ are rolled straight from one

arrest to another because pharmacy, especially on night shifts, are not able to re-stock fast

enough. This situation has happened maybe once in my whole career, when two arrests

happened on the same @oor or unit within a short time period.”

And, while medical staff still are not speaking out publicly, the reality of the situation appears to be

dawning inside the hospital walls, in private conversations between staff. Even there, however,

nurses speak in code for fear of reprisal, referring to COVID jab injuries only as “that issue.”

The nurse pointed out that, now, the vaccination status is clearly marked at the top of the Drst

screen of the patient’s medical record when the shot is suspected or known to be related to the

patient’s “mysterious” or “complex” problem. Perhaps this is a sign that the dissociation from

reality may be slowly breaking. I sure hope so.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,652 ratings

ORDER NOW
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I thought you might be interested to know that the British actor John Bowe has started a fund to help people with Covid "vaccine" injuries.

You can read about it here: www.justgiving.com/.../johnboweactor  The "unvaccinated" trying to help the "vaccinated " - great news!
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This is important, and great news! Please vote this one up! Thank you all! :-)
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Why wouldn't we though? I nor anyone I know that isn't vaxxed is cutting off friendships due to some vax status. It's the other way

around and it's not the majority of vaxxed people either shutting people out, but the vaxxed not shutting out are not medical

professionals either.
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These medical people and government bodies keep trying to pretend that this has got nothing to do with the vax. How can they not see a

direct correlation. A sudden increase like this sticks out so much that you would have to be a complete imbecile or a head in the sand twit

to not realise that this is a new phenomenon! Also in the original studies it is noted that these are side effects and with the PDzer docs

coming out now it is plainly obvious. These trial data need to go mainstream so that government bodies and the rest of the medical cartel

can be seen for what and who they are and can be held accountable. What is worse is that these were and are truly experimental and then

were mandated in most countries with no long term safety data. We the people are the guinea pigs. It amazes me that the Australian

medical cartel are apparently ba_ed by this new phenomenon.
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Gardenmad, well said! Please comment in the Breaking News section to the "Doctor" who is posting there with an apparent motive

and intention to discredit, every time. At one point "DoctorElizabeth" wrote a sob story about a family member having had a

myocardial infarction post jab and how this cause is (allegedly) dear to her heart. Yeah right! This "doctor" continues to discredit,

and it would seem to be that she is stating not directly, but **in subtext**: "Diagnose solely by the machine, by the test and by

autopsy, and pay no attention to patient testimony. The patient's experience has nothing to do with anything".

She calls for autopsy and then in the same breath writes that this requires patient consent ahead of time, and that only

legal-medical cases may involve autopsy! Yet, this "Doctor" who says she cares so much, continues to call for autopsy as "proof" of

vax connection to symptoms...all the while discounting patient experience and that the symptoms started post-jab! This is criminal

and must be called out. Please join me in so doing. These "Doctors" need to know that we see right through their act and we are

not that easily fooled, that they are accomplices to crime and grievous bodily harm if not even to death itself, and that we will

accept no nonsense from them! Thank you all.
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They know precisely what is going on!!!! It's all intentional and they don't care.
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Truth? History will not judge Fauci, Walensky, and Biden’s handling of the pandemic kindly: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC9062939
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Oh, I think they know but acting as if it's a new, strange unexplained disease, directs people's attention elsewhere. Look over there,

not here.
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Well 'gardenmad' here in Canada, Telus the communication company , pushing 5G towers and other 5G radiating units , just bought

a Medical Group>>>>>  www.telus.com/en/about/news-and-events/media-releases/telus-announces-..   .....and Im Sure LifeWorks

will have a lot to do with Canada's Medical pack of 'Jab Pumpers'..about 'InKuencing' medical treament of 5G radiation as 'COVID

or some other 'disease' ------------that be 'popular' at that time....
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grandmaxforver thank you for posting that link to Dr Russell Blaylock's article! Please circulate widely, very important! thank you

all!
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Of course they know it. (Answering a precious post by JoyMartin 76) This is all part of the "Agenda." It amazes me that people

think the current administration (and maybe previous ones also) are acting out of stupidity. They know exactly what they are doing

and they are acting under orders from the WEF. But God is on His throne and what they (TPTB) mean for evil, God will turn it for

good to them that love God. I don't know how all this will turn out. I am 80 years old so I don't expect to see the Dnal outcome but I

believe that the world has been on the edge of destruction before and we are still here and there is still a future for our children and

grandchildren. It is God's world and He created it "very good." His masterpiece has been contaminated by evildoers but God will

destroy them and the earth will renew itself to it's original condition.
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gardenmad, you sound like you may be new to the party. The lies and evil have been going on for decades. Silence has been

enforced for decades as well. Try saying anything negative about vaccines or global warming if you work in government,

academia, or much of corporatocracy 20 years ago, and you're Dred! The evil that visibly oozes from the likes of Fauci, Pelosi,

Schumer, Biden, Schwab, Gates, et.al. was always there, they just no longer hide it. Most will NEVER wake up, critical thinking and

open-mindedness are not usual human traits, they are rare. Human history is a Shiite-show, the last 250 years of freedom and

dignity have been an anomaly. We are reverting to the norm. There is hope and we must Dght! But they have the numbers.
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@mirandola  sad isn’t it? Dr. Blaylock’s important article is available on the nih website - the very government agency Fauci is under

and the public is not aware of it
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We’ve been watching it unfold for decades, though more intensely the last 30 months. Keep yourself healthy, active, love yourself and life,

share with others who are open but get past the false outrage. I’m going to live my best life until they roll up on me. If circumstances are

in my favor I’ll take a few with me, if not then se la vie’ see you in the next life : )
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Couldn't have said it better myself.
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What Brian said. That's good, Kat.
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The Latest Tragedy: Sudden Adult Death Syndrome
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

In recent weeks, media outlets around the world have started highlighting a medical

phenomenon called “sudden adult death syndrome,” or SADS, in what appears to be a

clear effort to obscure the reality of COVID jab deaths. Sad on steroids indeed

)

Underlying factors for SADS include undiagnosed myocarditis, inKammatory

conditions and other conditions that cause irregularities in the electrical system of

the heart, thereby triggering cardiac arrest

)

While SADS has been known to occur previously, what’s new is the prevalence of this

previously rare event. In Australia, the Melbourne Baker Heart and Diabetes Institute is setting up a new SADS registry “to gain more

information” about the phenomenon

)

Data compiled by the International Olympic Committee show 1,101 sudden deaths in athletes under age 35 between 1966 and 2004, giving

us an average annual rate of 29, across all sports. Meanwhile, between March 2021 and March 2022 alone — a single year — at least 769

athletes have suffered cardiac arrest, collapse, and/or have died on the Deld, worldwide

)

Among EU FIFA (football/soccer ball) athletes, sudden death increased by 420% in 2021. Historically, about Dve soccer players have died

while playing the game each year. Between January and mid-November 2021, 21 FIFA players died from sudden death

)
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"sudden" is just an excuse for "unexplained" which is an excuse for "unexamined". Every death has a cause. Making "sudden" a

documentable cause is a failure to examine cause medically. "Sudden Infant/Adult Death Syndrome" is a propaganda term, a simple, easy

way to put many adverse consequences into the "we can ignore ALL of these" box. Once we put them into the box, we can create the

illusion that the box has meaning in itself and search for the cause of "sudden". It's wordsmithing, negative marketing, propaganda, not

medicine, not science.
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Hear .hear! well said, thank you Versatile!
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Runrgirld
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I feel like the jab will never take the blame. Doctors will blame these illnesses and death on Covid stating the original illness did the

damage. They will call it long or post Covid. I truly feel nobody will be caught or held to blame for these crimes.
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This will continue to happen until doctors free themselves from the corporate world.and that takes guts. There re few who doing it

and more will follow as they see their patients be harm or die because they have guts to stand againstmore will stand.
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Runrgirld - I agree with you - no blame will be applied.
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I agree - the ones who work for corporate medicine will never be allowed to speak out, even if they notice the truth. I have a Dr

friend who’s totally onboard the COVID vaccine train, and still terriDed of COVID after 2+ years. She totally denies the increased

cancer risk even though she just had numerous precancerous polyps appear on her own colonoscopy after NEVER having them in

the past.
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I questioned vaxs some years ago as had issues with the Ku vaccineto read The Truth about Vaccines and made my decision to

forgo all vaxes.  It’s been the history of all vaxes to basically never be blamed . doctors are conditioned to overlook them has been

ongoing for years with more and more suffering from side effects/deters health. Constant ads promoting

vaxesrepeating..brainwashing info to claim SAFE!  So then no one ever blames recent or past vaxes! It’s corrupt science/medicines

ploy for years to endorse drugs as only answers and blaming the patient their body is attacking itself(autoimmune disease)!!! They

get off with no blame. another ploy!  Here’s the truth about autoimmune disease

www.medicalmedium.com/.../autoimmune-answers
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Mysterious atmospheric chemicals are mentioned as blame in the the article. i don't see how they are mysterious as here where I live our

skies are full of chemtrails every day. Oh they say its contrails!! No - contrails disappear on normal passenger Kights. Chentrails are in

straight lines and turn into thick cloud blocking out any sun and keeping our already cold country colder.
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Your so right. I question it all myself. Too much radiation is being put out into our air. When INdia has taken all their's down.
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In addition to the usual aluminium, barium, strontium, polymer Dbres, graphene oxide, etc...what else could they be dropping on

us? Pathogens? I hear people talking about how we're going to "defeat" these evil entities. They are untouchable! From the

geoengineeres, to the Military Industrial Complex, to the Medical Industrial Complex (Big Pharma), the WHO, WEF and UN, all the

way up to the banksters that control it all...They've been at this game a long time. They have the Money, Power and Control and

there's nothing we can do about it. Check - and Mate!
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Just research what SpacerX satellites are doing to the atmosphere-the only protective shield Planet Earth has. Scientists say an

UNCONTROLLABLE experiment is taking place. SpaceX had launched more than 1,900 Starlink satellites-38,000 more to go. Don't

forget thousands more are being launched by other "entrepreneurs". And this is not about Space pollution and debris. This is about

existential threat to the entire Planet. Yet, nobody is talking about it. Articles: The costly collateral damage from Elon Musk's

Starlink ... All the Satellites in Space Could Crack Open the Ozone Layer Air pollution from reentering megaconstellation satellites

could ... Megaconstellation Satellites Reentering Puts a Hole in Ozone ... Satellite mega-constellations create risks in Low ... -

Nature Aluminum oxide impacts: “All the satellites could crack open ...
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Dammit Randy, too much truth in one paragraph. Better back off.
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Yes MoMac. Those geoengineering trails also start and stop and start again, etc. Regular contrails would not do that.
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MY Opinion is these chemtrails are in conjunction with Tesla's inventions. added to HAARP and years ago 'Russian

Woodpecker'and ELF RF bands ......My second Idea would be to interfere with weather as a weapon...and much in this department

is and has been done for decades by DARPA ...and if you research DARPA ....deep web is much more detailed..thru TOR .....or

others :) .....I Mean after all DARPA Created the Internet that most use..and the MANY layers under the 'surface web' ....
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"Healthy young adults" aren't dying. But young adults who were jabbed are, because the so-called "vaccination" is destroying their health.
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This Article excerpt on mass psychosis sums it all up: A perfect example of this psychological blinding to reality is how COVID jab deaths

and injuries are simply unrecognized and not even considered to be causal. People will get the shot, suffer massive injuries, and say,

“Thank goodness I got the shot or it would have been so much worse.” They cannot conceive the possibility that they were injured by the

shot. I’ve even seen people express gratitude for the shot when someone they supposedly loved died within hours or days of getting it!

It’s just mindboggling. The psychological dynamics of hypnosis does explain this irrational and otherwise incomprehensible behavior, but

it’s still quite surreal.

“Even while I know the mechanisms at work, I'm still ba_ed every time it happens,” Desmet says. “I almost can't believe what I see. I know

someone whose husband died a few days after the vaccine, during his sleep, from a heart attack. And I thought, Now she will open her

eyes and wake up.’ Not at all. She just continued in the same fanatic way — even more fanatic — talking about how happy we should be

because we have this vaccine. Unbelievable, yes.”
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I've lost count of the times I've heard someone say that they contracted c19 but didn't die because the shot saved them from a

fatal outcome. But they never seem willing to acknowledge that people who took the jab HAVE died. And you can't even talk to

them about this. They just don't want to hear anything that doesn't reassure them that they're alive because of the jab.
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There is no surprise here. Viruses have multiple proteins on their surface. The "vaccine" developers chose the most pathogenic of them

all to code for the mRNA injections. If your body is churning out billions of spike proteins, which end up going everywhere in your body,

including the lining of your blood vessels, what do you expect? Further, the lipid nano particles themselves are toxic, even in the absence

of spike proteins. They are cationic (positively charged). The combination is a toxic & potentially lethal combination. Remember too, that

there is an experiment going on within an experiment, whereby some doses/batches are more toxic than others.
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Regarding the varying levels of toxicity, they don't want to kill off too many in this Drst pass, so they can maintain plausible

deniability. The next phase will be coming.
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This is a catch 22, as a recent Daily Mail article has indicated. A healthy and Dt 35 yo man has died suddenly getting ready for bed. He did

faint a month or so before he died- EKG, Holter monitor, Cardio-echocardiogram show nothing was wrong with his heart. ONLY heart MRI

could have found the problem, which indeed he had. But since all his standard test were normal, MRI wasn't warranted.
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But did he have the jab?? Those are the cases we should focus on.
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This entire FRAUD is falling apart. Too much is being exposed. If more people like these medical doctors get the courage to resist this

FRAUD, all the scheming by the pharma companies and governments won't matter. They can stop this.
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A) "Since the rollout of the COVID jabs, the news has been chockful of reports of young, healthy and often athletic people dying “for no

reason” and doctors claim to be “ba_ed” by it." Well, if "Doctors" are ba_ed, they are shockingly ignorant and must not be allowed to

practice medicine at all! The most common knowledge is that inKammation and autoimmune attack are caused or triggered by chemical,

heavy metal and toxic exposure, among other things! It is easy to google the vax ingredients and see them on the CDC, FDA, WHO's and

bigpHARMa manufacturer's websites! www.fda.gov/.../download  

If "Doctors" are ba_ed by this, they need to be delicensed and go home! STUPID DOCTORS! I am losing respect more and more, all the

time. Stupidity in medicine is medical malpractice, and it is time for the common people to call this out! B) As the media Dnally reports

deaths, it will follow soon that people WILL Dgure out that the vax is involved! Some innocents may stay asleep, but many are going to

wake up! this is very good news that they are at last reporting about this! maybe the tv anchors, "news" journalists et al can no longer live

with themselves and their silence.

So they have to poke little hints instead of telling the full truth. GOOD! It's about time that some people had a little bit of remorse. And

maybe they might even consider that the lies and DANGEROUS MISINFORMATION about these allegedly "Safe and effective" jabs, are a

setup for a BIG LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CRIMINALS' ACCOMPLICE MEDIA! Time for a change? Sue 'em, class action is far more effective

than solo! Go for it! It's time to STOP the crimes at last, and David won over Goliath.
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as I found out where I live the Doctors are routinely call to mass meetings and told what to do and if you dont do it their license will

be taken away Also for the workers the directive from the top is get the jab or move on to another job Also shops department

stores restaurants theatres told to get the jab , wear masks or close down What choice do people have?
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kbamDeld I am sure what you say is involved. But I also have seen doctors (not all of them, but sorry to say, most) to not be

thinking! As for what choice do they have? It's either speak out and be delicensed, or it's don't speak out and watch the profession

crumble as centralized medicine takes over. Rock and hard place! So what choice do doctors have? I deeply urge them to speak

out, at all risk, because to not do so poses an even greater risk. Don't people "get it" by now, that freedom of medical practice is

being taken over? It's time for STUPID DOCTORS to get a clue! Sorry I have NO respect! for those administering jabs that cause the

kind of massive harm that we are now seeing, and particularly when they deny or "Seem ba_ed" by the side effects/deaths!

If as Dr Mercola has written, most jabs are withdrawn from the market after 25 deaths, and we are now over 500,000 and

counting----based on what is being reported, where this may be a miniscule percentage compared to the real-life Dgures----then it

is HIGH TIME that doctors HAVE A CONSCIENCE! I have NO respect for people with NO CONSCIENCE or who ACT as if they have

NO CONSCIENCE! NO EXCEPTIONS, NO EXCUSES! What choice to doctors have, once again? There is a strength in numbers! They

can unite, and should . And they must act in the best interest of patients! If they don't, then they should be sued! End of story.
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There again they rushed to get those 5 G Towers up. Maybe there is a connection with the jab. Who knows. But they only lie to us

and will not admit the truth and the jab kills.  Just like doctors , they lie to you also. They dont want to lose their jobs so they have

too lie , then you have no trust in doctors. I know I don't.
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Evidence can't be found if one isn't looking for it, or they are not allowed too. Then there is a problem of the world is Dlled with

observable events no one observes - Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. The many gatekeepers or those receive the dictates of

Gates/Fauci/Collins & company, from down on high, have had four to Dve decades of memory training in their management If I

Want To keep This Research, Hospital, Practice going I Have To Toe The Line. When this started when Kight orders came in it

would not be a stretch to see many in this position would have a knee jerk reaction and fall in line. This part to this equation is at a

certain point much of what we do as individuals or at work has a strong element of automatic pilot.

What's troubling is when those like Doc, Kennedy, Dr. Malone see the numbers and data recognize this is a disaster in the making

are excommunicated not only in the system, but in public, reinforcing the I better toe the line. When an ever-growing number of the

general population can see for themselves the vicious nature of what has happened it is more than time for those in Research,

Hospital or Practice abandon the I must continue the Mother May I & join the - We - Must push back & clean up the corruption, the

greed, the blind faith in those people who have sold their souls to harvest our lives, and health for their personal greed and proDts

& put things back into a proper perspective.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/20/2022 5:11:11 AM
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM
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What do we do? We put on our big boy/girl pants on and resist! For Pete’s sake why do we not know that we have the power not

them. When we capitulate, then our heads are cut off. Over 60% of teachers stood against the jab in my areathe powers that be

stopped pushing. One school decided not to receive state money that was tied to mask wearing because they READ THE SCIENCE

and not the fear. Their students did not wear masks from November on in this school year! There were many businesses that did

not require the jabyou just have to Dnd them. If we all said no masks or no businesswhat would have happened? We have to, I

mean have to, stop making decision out of fear. If fear drives you, you will capitulate each time. I left carts of wha I wanted

purchase in stores that said wear a mask as I did not. I smiled and said thank you and walked out leaving the cart.
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM
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More needs to be done in promoting alternative and parallel communities. One such organisation in the U.K. the People’s Health

Alliance https://the-pha.org/  Perhaps threatened employees might consider leaving the NHS and joining this type of group?
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM
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THERE ARE NO DOCTORS anymore. They are data entry clerks. Nobody conducts physical examination anymore. scans being read

by radiology technicians and signed off by a Radiology doctor. On my recent visit to a cardiologist, he said- I am a Plumber and

know noting about your condition. He meant he is a surgeon who places a coronary artery stent. And to get to where he is now he

god Medical degree in India, then he went through all the requirements to become an American cardiologist, and in his own words-

HE KNOWS NOTHING about my condition which is POTS.

My recent Echocardiogram show :The mitral valve leaKets appear myxomatous. I found that "Most patients with myxomatous

degeneration of the mitral valve demonstrate cardiac arrhythmias - atrial Dbrillation or frequent ventricular premature beats. The

causes of arrhythmia are pathological mitral regurgitation against the background of myxomatous changes in the valve leaKets

and, as a result, an increase in pressure in the cavity of the left atrium." I ASKED MY CARDIOLOGIST, the PLUMBER, could this be

the cause of my problems, he didn't respond.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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It is and will always be about the almighty dollar and inKated ego. Doctors and media people do not want to lose their income or

their stature.
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brianallen1
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What choice do people have? Take it or don't take it. There IS a choice, however, the right choice involves sacriDce and discomfort.

Heaven forbid people today experience that! I have always said, and I am deadly serious, there does not exist money enough on

this earth to get me to even don a face diaper, let alone take the shot.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Thank you all! Now I wonder what would happen if doctors worldwide and nationwide, is vast majority of numbers, all teamed

together to turn their backs on the CDC, FDA, WHO and treat them as if they do not exist? And what would happen if they ALL in

BIG numbers just plain said no to all the corrupt things that are going on and to having their profession over-controlled? Can they

ALL be delicensed? What would happen if people came to realize that the "laws" of the CDC, FDA and WHO are non-law and that

they carry no legal clout at all? childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-administration-covid-vaccine..  WHY do people bow to

unconstitutional matters as if they are the law of the land? This is nonsense. It is time for it to stop!
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brianallen1
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No mirandola, suing doctors is fruitless. They need to be hung for crimes against humanity.
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You folks are wonderful! What a great community of people, and I thank you all for your responses! I wish to respond here to let

you all know I am reading and appreciating what you have to say, and I look forward to reading what others have to say or what you

all wish to add! All are welcome :-) Spribula, right you are. I saw a study in which 5G was pulsed through lizards form head to toe, at

various frequencies, both low and high, and both pulsed and steady. The ones that were low grade/steady, had increasedn

immunity (as best I understand it, this can be good *or* could possibly predispose toward autoimmunity, all things depending). The

ones that had pulsed 5g had lowered/decreased immunity.

A second/completely different study of healthy 70+ year old women with normal, healthy blood (as seen under the microscope), all

showed blood clumping with 5G exposure! Now whaddaya think of that? I don't think, I *know* that medicine is multi-factorial, and

that various things can weigh in. Might some of the blood clumping be coming from COVID affecting the Ace2 receptor, and might

some of it be coming from 5G? The fact is that 5G was rolled out at around the same time that COVID hit. There is surely a mix of

elements, and some people might be fooled to think it is *all* and *just* COVID as cause. Again I did not say that COVID can't

cause it either....in the advanced stages....where people are more medically prone to the worst case scenario!

The fact that not all are thus prone, also should make people *less* afraid. I did not say not cautious. I do believe in caution, but I

also believe in holding things in their proper perspective. The problem as I see it, as that it has all been deliberately been driven out

of perspective, a heated frenzy, Kames fanned for a purpose and a desired outcome. Very, very sick stuff. And all based on a

lab-concocted virus to begin with, per Fauci emails. WItness the US Atty Gen'l early on, abandoned predictive models of deaths!
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JustSteve, when people in Iron Curtain Rumania recognized that they would die for speaking up, or die for NOT speaking up, they

spoke up! And the result of nothing more than peaceably chanting crowds on behalf of a house arrested priest, was that the Prez

had to be airborn by helicopter, and then the Iron Curtain fell! The power of the crowds is Just Enormous! Strategy, aha! Why else

do the powers that be use and pay off the media to brainwash the crowds? If people think that our opinion doesn't matter, they may

be just exactly and deeply wrong. There is a peaceable and very powerful strength in numbers!

Nothingsound, echo to what I wrote to JustSteve, and wouldn't we all love to know which area you speak of where people are

insightful and thinking critically! Fantastic. (But please do Not disclose, for your privacy's sake and to protect the people of your

area from pushback. They should be examples to others however! Wow, this is very heartening to read about!) I think Everybody

should be informed of the court case ruling that the medical health oTcials have no legal or constitutional authority to rule as they
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are. childrenshealthdefense.org/.../5th-Stay.pdf  

Glastian, what a wonderful, positive solution! Thank you so much for linking that for us! Positive events can become role models

for others to follow! Please keep spreading that word.

NCaywoman, That's what I have seen too. Doctors are brainwashed, and also under political pressure. But so many really are not

thinking, I have honestly see this. I think it is medical malpractice for them to not be thinking.

Brianallen, you are right, our power lies in either being the hand that claps back, or not being the hand that claps back. If we think

we are enduring discomfort now, consider the long term. Hey, what about future lockdowns, future viruses, do people think of that?

Take the shot to be free is an oxymoron, inherently people are not free...already! Headsup!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Again I wish to say what a wonderful community of people this is, and I would love to see what everybody has to say! Welcome and

thank you all! Please post away! If I do not respond later it is because I am busy, but I appreciate you all! Sincerely, "Mirandola"
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM
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Yes, how can these medical and government folks keep denying the connection???? I’ve known about big pharma corruption for a long

time, but never would have believed how systemic the whole thing is to the point that there’s no where to turn. The medical professionals

who do speak out really are heroes. It is astounding to me how often a friend or acquaintance laughs off their side effects from a jab with

comments like “Oh yeah, I’ve get a headache every day now”, “I have a headache all the time now”, etc. etc. And then it’s back to more

shots, yay! As noted before, the medical news releases are designed to keep us from making the connection between the shots and

death. It’s so blatant, it’d be laughable if it weren’t so tragic.
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wareagle82
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If the vaccines are not the cause, then what is? The trendline for adults dying under mysterious circumstances already exists. When the

numbers dramatically increase, science would suggest looking at any variables that may have contributed. There is one variable that

stands out. One can only miss it by ignorance or dishonesty, both of which are in ample supply. Making up a term to cover up reality is

neither science nor journalism. So again, I'll ask in a different way: if the cause is not the new variable that has entered the picture, what is

it?
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Occam's Razor
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warriormom
Joined On 10/2/2008 3:08:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Something else to consider. Young athletes have been aggressively vaccinated since birth. I am always amazed that thes so-called

doctors who took the same anatomy/physiology, organic chemistry, radiology courses that I did forget how the whole body is

connected and heavy metals are not excreted by everyone but accumulate. Maybe the Covid jabs are just the tipping point in an

already toxic body? Why are they going to add this jab to all the others in those tiny babies whose brains are quickly developing?
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Joined On 8/29/2010 8:16:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In January 2022, I started keeping track of deaths for people no older than 69 in 3 counties of Pennsylvania. My list got so long, that I

Dnally stopped keeping track although these deaths are still occurring on what I see as an unusual rate.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Insurance companies raised the Kag, raised a red Kag in March of this year as they saw a rise in deaths of 40% in 2021 not 2020

that is totally unheard of. One America Insurance company was the Drst to disclose these numbers they are seeing. Research for

articles of insurance companies stating thisy
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Joined On 1/12/2009 12:42:21 PM
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Nothing sound, My bet is that instead of participating & testifying in the very serious court cases Dled by Dr David martin in Utah,

Bobby Kennedy Jr in USA and Reiner Fuelmich in Europe ; the life insurance companies will just up their rates and go on their merry

way.
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JerryNowacki
Joined On 1/31/2010 9:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Stupid is as Stupid does" the phrase "stupid is as stupid does" refers to how someone's actions might reveal their intelligence or lack

thereof. It states that even if a person is knowledgeable, they are nonetheless stupid. People hypnotize themselves with daily TV and

radio PROGRAMS (get it - P R O G R A M S ) P.T. Barnum says it best "There's a sucker born every minute" Only a fool can be Fooled ! Blind

/programmed compliance places a 'do this or else' burden on the educated who subscribe to a relationship with Nature and commune in

the system that created and supports all that are Consciously aware of this interconnectedness that never fails.
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nothingsound
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Yes, stupid is as stupid doesthe most appropriate phrase for the times we live inunfortunately, so many have let fear drive them

into stupidville.
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N_caywoman
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Okay, you may be right, but no need to show your superiority and resort to insults. If nearly (I am guessing) 75% of the world's

population got the jabs, that indicates another serious problem-MIND CONTROL and lack of CRITICAL THINKING. Not all of them

are fools or stupid. I have seen people with brilliant minds rushing to get the jabs. Some stopped after the Drst one, others after the

second. Only those who got boosters appears to be truly brainwashed. How do you go about MIND CONTROL and lack of

CRITICAL THINKING??? Nobody, but ONE person, in my extended family got the jabs. Some already had COVID, some weren't even

considering it.

How are we different from the rest of the "jabbed world'? We were born and grew up in a country with 1-2 TV channels, no

advertisement or "mass media". Things have changed today, but we were lucky that the CORE of our minds wasn't formed by

"programming". Than one person who got all 3 jabs grew-up in America. And there is absolutely nothing one could say to make him

change his mind. And no, he isn't stupid or a fool, he doesn't watch TV or listens to the Programs, too young for that, being busy as

all young people are. And I have lost my sleep worrying about him.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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The people with "brilliant" minds who took the jab may not be stupid, but they absolutely are foolish fools.
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Joined On 6/16/2008 5:09:56 PM
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I saw it claimed recently that only 2% of the population are capable of critical thinking. Find that hard to believe but it might be so if

other co-factors are taken into account
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Iloveteatime
Joined On 6/4/2022 1:22:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't forget many people were forced to take the jab just to keep their jobs or continue their education. That's deDnitely not just

foolishness or mind control. That's coercion and a terrible situation to be in.
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM
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Continued - We took pleasure in scapegoating the unvaccinated because after months of engineered lockdowns by political leaders

blinded by power, having someone to blame and to burn at the stake felt good. We believed we had logic, love, and truth on our side so it

was easy to wish death upon the unvaccinated. Those of us who ridiculed and mocked the non-compliant did it because we were

embarrassed by their courage and principles and didn’t think the unvaccinated would make it through unbroken and we turned the

holdouts into punching bags.

Lambie, Carr, Chant, Andrews, McGowan, Gunner, and the other cast of hundreds in prominent roles need to be held to account for

vilifying the unvaccinated in public and fueling angry social media mobs. The mobs, the mask ***, and the vaccine disciples have been

embarrassed by “betting against” the unvaccinated because mandates only had the power we gave them. It was not compliance that

ended domination by Big Pharma Companies, Bill Gates and his many organizations, and the World Economic Forum It was THANKS to

the people we tried to embarrass, ridicule, mock and tear down.

We should all try and Dnd some inner gratitude for the unvaccinated as we took the bait by hating them because their perseverance and

courage bought us the time to see we were wrong. So if mandates ever return for Covid or any other disease or virus, hopefully, more of

us will be awake and see the rising authoritarianism that has no concern for our well-being and is more about power and control. The War

on the Unvaccinated was lost and we should all be very thankful for that.”
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Unvaxxed = last Man Standing.
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NEVER Dght until you have to. But, when it's time to Dght...You gotta Dght like your the third monkey on the ramp of Noah's Ark and it's

starting to rain! It was found that the spike protein ALONE, without any infectious virus, is able to interact with CD147 (Emmprin)

receptors and set off pro inKammatory signalling typical of the cytokine storm(ELISA measurement of MCP1, IL-6, IL-1, TNF) through the

CD147 (Emmprin) receptor as one target, and induced the secretion of pro-apoptotic factors responsible for Endothelial Cell death ...

WITHOUT ANY DIRECT INFECTION/BINDING TO THE CELLS THEMSELVES REQUIRED AT ALL!!

COVID-19 associated heart's microvascular dysfunction is prompted by the circulating Spike protein molecules interacting with CD147

without binding rather than by the direct coronavirus infection of Human cardiac (heart) pericytes. HERE, THE SPIKE PROTEIN ALONE

CAUSING THE HEART PROBLEMS THROUGH CD147 RECEPTOR SIGNALLING, AND NOT ACE2, including the cytokine storm

academic.oup.com/eurheartj/article/42/Supplement_1/ehab724.3383/639156..  CD147 is involved with cancer and a tumor's malignant

progression, invasiveness, and metastasis, myocardial infarction (heart attack) and ischemic stroke, clotting, and inKammation

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/24372217  

Higher BMI and older age lead to higher expression of CD147-related genes on immune cells, CD147-related genes correlated positively

with age and BMI. onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../all.14429  In addition, another study showed that CD147 expression is induced by high

glucose (25 mM) concentration in monocytes pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/20810913  CD147 deletion inhibited the NF-B/NLRP3 signaling

pathway so CD147 drives inKammation also www.frontiersin.org/.../full
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datadragon
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It was a research team lead by Dr. Barney Graham from the Vaccine Research Center at the NIH NIAID who created an engineered

form of the spike protein that was said to be unable to make the shape change required to effectively bind to cells like ACE2

therefore making the spike protein "safe" for use in vaccination, but that can be considered wrong information or perhaps

misdirection to promote false safety of the vaccines because binding to cells like ACE2 is now found to not be necessary to cause

the harm shown from the spike protein of SARS-Cov-2. Instead one target of the spike protein ALONE is shown to be through

activation of CD147 receptor signalling and not ACE2, without requiring any direct infection/binding to the cells at all.

Along with the added effects of Lipid Nanoparticles as another which are also shown to be highly inKammatory

www.biorxiv.org/.../2021.03.04.430128v2.full  This spike protein is not just in use in Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine, but also in the

COVID-19 vaccines by J & J, Novavax, PDzer/BioNTech, and CureVac

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/07/21/guess-who-develo..  As far as athletes dying, Exercise appears to have

different effects on NLRP3 inKammasome (inKammation).

In the case of chronic exercise with high intensity such as what occurs in many athletics/sports, a signiDcant INCREASE in

expression of gene, NLRP3 and serum levels of IL-1, IL-18 cytokines were observed. Chronic exercise with moderate intensity such

as walking however signiDcantly reduced the expression of NLRP3 gene and subsequent serum levels of IL-1, IL-18 cytokines. So

there are differences in intensive vs light exercise with intensive pouring additional fuel on the Dre of

inKammation.www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC6524053
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Thanks Datadragon! Here's a pastiche/closer to parody someone assembled comparing several discussions during the Event 201

tabletop exercise in fall 2019 against what actually occurred as these shots rolled out. NOT for the faint of heart or sqeamish, as it

shows they discussed in advance how govt and so-called health agencies are often at the root of mis- and dis-information. Makes

one wonder what the real agenda has been all along, yes? Follow the propaganda...umph, Clipped from the above article: "After it

turns out normal, they will assuredly tell you to get vaccinated, an absurdity atop a mountain of absurdities caused by our

bio-medical-media industrial complex over the past 2+ years.”  [My note: heard they are now vaccinating people who recovered

from illness prior to discharge from hospitals.] Here's the link: It wasn't about a Health Emergency - Goal: total surveillance of all

via nanotech bio-metric sensors - www.bitchute.com/.../hVt0XdKG147b  - over an hour long.
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And lest we all forget, if you have an allergy to PEG-80 or graphene oxide or lipid nanoparticles, no allergist in the US has any

testing to tell ya in advance. Basic allergy testing appear stuck in the 1970's, primarily with erythromycin allergic reactions. NICE

huh?
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And few of us are truly aware of the corporate disinformation playbook, mastered by Dr Fauci and anyone else who has remained

in govt as long as he has: Found this segment posted below the above video: "The 5 steps of the 'Disinformation Playbook' / 'FAUCI

VIROLOGY JUNK SCIENCE PONZI SCHEME' by hook or by crook do it from within, with a disruptive and iterative approach. 1. The

Fake - Conduct counterfeit science and try to pass it off as Legitimate Research 2. The Blitz -Harass scientists who speak out with

results or views inconvenient for industry 3. The Diversion - Manufacture uncertainty about science where little or none exist 4.

The Screen - Buy credibility through alliances with Academia or Professional Societies 5. The Fix - Manipulate Government

OTcials or Processes to 'InKuence Policy' inappropriately"
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Hi Rose, And after reading what I just posted regarding one piece of research of the spikes potential to cause harm, just to add

from the mercola blog I linked to is quite telling: In a stunning analysis of mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccine candidates, patent

applications and intellectual property claims, two researchers have discovered that the National Institutes of Health developed the

stabilized version of the spike protein used in the vaccines. Moderna, CureVAc, PDzer and BioNTech all disclosed that their mRNA

vaccine candidates employ the NIH’s protein. Not only that, the researchers said, “It is also important to note that the U.S. National

Institutes of Health (NIH) and Moderna entered into an agreement in 2019 to co-develop coronavirus vaccines; however, this was

before the identiDcation and spread of SARS-CoV-2.”

To repeat: Moderna and the NIH had an agreement to develop coronavirus vaccines BEFORE the identiDcation and spread of

SARS-CoV-2. “The NIH also has four other provisional patent applications on a novel coronavirus vaccine as disclosed in a recent

publication,” the researchers added. Other Dndings show that the scientists have been studying mRNA as a novel therapeutic for

decades, and that the NIH’s patents are connected to more than a dozen vaccine developers, either directly or through

sublicensing.
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Yes, just sat down. I watched an InfoWars documentary back in 2020 where there were records of Dr Fauci picking Moderna and

PDzer to lead the vaccine (universal Ku??) efforts in 2017. Alex Jones also found that mRNA animal trials were run in the

Galveston US govt laboratory in 2012, reports listed all the ferrets died. This was why no one was interested in developing this

technology further (at that time).
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seems this has been going on for years and years but were waking up .... And its called murder !
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a reason no autopsies are being done and we know there is adequate tech to deDnitively show cause and effect.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Morticians are beginning to come forward (very few) - they are Dnding truly bizarre things in the body, of those who died and have

had 'Dr. Mengele's (Fauci) magic elxir" they have NEVER seen before. Honestly it sounds like "Invasion of the Body Snatchers" or

Alien - only this is REAL!
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johnnymars
Joined On 8/29/2015 11:09:49 AM
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SVDS - Sudden Vaccine Death Syndrome. Call it what it is.

media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/Dles/109/324/798/playable/7acc..
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mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM
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Do not take pharma products, see DRs, instead I see a homeopath and use whole food products for health.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From the perspective of an unvaxxed, but health damaged from 'covid' [ bioweapon] person, the constant downplaying of the 'virus' [ or

whatever combinations of poisons on land, water and sky] is not helpful. I am 7 months into this and am still very unwell. I am a not an at

risk person for other comorbidities. I am tired of the mocking of 'long covid' [ whatever that may be ] 'Covid' was after all, intended to kill,

so why are we surprised that it has damaged bodies. Lyme has claimed any sort of life for my 2 adult children. Remember Lyme? It was

released into the environment at Plum Island. You know, the 10 days of doxy will take of it - Lyme is easy to treat? Sure.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM
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Hi,   Have you considered reaching out to Frontline Covid Critical Care? I read something a while ago about taking ivermectin for

covid illness, long haul effects. I had covid as well and sometimes wonder if I was “injected” due to the similarities of the two.    

Having worked on the frontline of covid in 2020, those suffering from covid micro thrombi throughout every organ of the body is

exactly what we’re seeing in the jabbed.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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Hope you feel better soon. I don’t know why people think it was nothing. It’s a bio weapon that was released and they intended to

severely harm people. I got it and I know of a lot of people that got it that were not jabbed.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM
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Jeremiah - read this article. It may help you...www.lewrockwell.com/2022/06/no_author/Kccc-treatment-protocol-for-vac..
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I won't bore readers with links to information concerning the biological basis of "vaccine" injuries. None of this butchery is a "new"

discovery. mRNA "vaccines" were tested on ferrets and similar rodents years ago, and the deadly results were published. There were also

numerous studies and examinations of sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) with conclusive evidence that child vaccination was a

contributing factor. Pharmaceutical companies (all incorporated) have caused more slaughter and death than any other man-based

activity, including war. Let's all invest! Killing people is great for proDts! Viva le corporation!
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM
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Did the COVID vaccine kill Gwen Casten?  stevekirsch.substack.com/p/us-congressman-sean-castin-is-responsible?u..
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Pandabeartx
Joined On 9/2/2021 10:37:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It saddens me that people are no longer able to think for themselves. It is also disheartening that in order to travel, most forms require

the jab. The need for them to kill off the population has reached new heights.
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM
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This beautiful child died in her sleep after getting vaxx’d as a requirement for school. What makes her case especially sad is last year, her

mom pregnant with an unborn son had also died in her sleep after getting vaxx’d too. If these two young, healthy women had not gotten

vaxx’d, they would have been part of a happy family of Dve now. The girl’s sister created a GoFundMe account but she was not allowed to

mention both had died after getting vaxx’d. There is no justice for this family! www.gofundme.com/.../nstez-another-unexpected-loss
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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There is a word for this - MURDER!!!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Youi can collect all the data you want. My evidence is more immediate and direct. When I made a very brief trip to the edge of town

yesterday for construction supplies, I encountered 3 ambulances, with sirens blaring, inside the city limits.  This was only a little over an

hour. It is not an anomaly. It happens frequently. I have never seen so many ambulances prior to the vaxine.
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joeanddonna
Joined On 9/7/2011 9:14:26 PM
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I've noticed the deaths too and have concluded they have to be from the jab.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

you have? I rarely if ever see that mentioned. It may say suspected, but never shown to be deDnitive which could be done. If it's

always "perhaps" or "suspected" then it's never truly known. Myocarditis for one is EASY to see and ruled as deDnitive, but we never

see the word caused. Its always other non conclusive language
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kartoon1
Joined On 1/13/2013 12:52:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mass formation- The hospitals have been in mass formation and so has the world population. Let’s PRAY, hopefully that mass formation

will also happen with the hospital, patients, and the world population, on the real culprit- the shot, and resist, Dle lawsuits for crimes

against humanity. God help us. There is one political leader in America that I believe could be Satan. Period.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Just ONE?
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM
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I think it is all about how much money the current crowd of doctors are able to make. Do they ignore the many signs of something going

wrong? You decide. I decided when the vaccines came out. I am alive. Many people that decided to take the vaccines are not. Mandating

one's shots one must take to stay employed goes against every principle known since the end of World War II. It is written in our own laws

since that happened. But if the party in charge decides not to enforce those laws then look to the trail of money because government

oTcials ignoring the law is also considered a crime. Do we have massive conKicts of interest in our government bureaus?

Well those people are still in charge last I heard. Might want to ask those in charge WHY health oTcials are still in charge if there is a

massive conKict of interest as stated in other articles here. Every health conKict can be traced back to whom is beneDting money wise. IF

four people in the FDA have massive investments in COVID shots then you have your real answer. IF law makers have a massive

investment in COVID vaccines then you have another real answer. It is not the Drst time that the FDA made decisions that have caused a

lot of trouble. It is called corruption within the agency by medical professionals.

And near as I can tell nothing happens to those medical professionals as they resign and take lucrative Vice President jobs within the

industries they are regulating. We, as a people, have a big job ahead if and when all of this is straightened out. My own opinion is the

corruption is far too deep for that to happen until the entire population rebels against them. Even then many will escape the courts.

Because the courts do not necessarily work when massive amounts of money are involved. Ironically, nature does a better job of

eliminating the problem. As they also get the COVID from the faulty shots.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Re: The courts. Although we have seen a few examples of un-corrupted judges - most are. A recent case in point (and this sickens

and angers me) Dr. Simone Gold (America's Frontline Doctors) was just sentenced to 60 days in the pen - because she spoke out.

She did NOTHING wrong (06 Jan mess) Corruption goes back at least to the ancient Roman Empire - the question must be asked -

Cui Bono?
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All i know is I am extremely relieved  I did not even give thought to taking this jab. Not even once did I think of it. Now all this is coming

forth and if you remember Dr. Tenpenny listed most of the above back in February of 2021 as the jab began. She and Dr. Northrop as did

many others warn of the side effects that would start showing 14 to 18 months out. We’ve only seen the short term effectswhat are the

long term? Are we going to see women as young as in their 20’s start menopause because their eggs are no longer viable? We have not

scratched the surface of what this concoction is creating in many people.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM
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Dr. Tenpenny is a medical prophet in my opinion.
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Nadine17
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:38:15 AM
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They all signed their death certiDcate by taking the suicide shot. What about the children? Who's going to protect them?
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM
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Robert W Malone MD, MS 20 hr ago Most Journalists are ScientiDcally UnqualiDed Why does anyone rely on reporters to interpret

scientiDc articles? They lack the necessary training, experience and competence to interpret scientiDc publications and data, a skill which

typically requires decades to master. With few exceptions, corporatized media are not able to comprehend the complexities and

ambiguities inherent in scientiDc discussions, and so repeatedly fall back on the interpretations provided by those who are marketed as

fair and accurate arbiters of truth the US Government, the World Health Organization, the World Economic Forum, and various

non-governmental organizations who have an interest in promoting vaccines (Gates’ Foundation, GAVI, CEPI etc.) or other scientiDc

agendas.

But these organizations have political and Dnancial objectives of their own, and in the case of the CDC, have clearly become politicized as

previously discussed. When combined with the increasing prevalence of “advocacy journalism” (which has been actively promoted and

funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation), the result has been that the corporate media have become willing vehicles for

distribution of biased interpretations promoted by authority Dgures presented to the public as credible sources, but who actually practice

the pseudo-priesthood of Scientism masquerading as science... rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/most-journalists-are-scientiDcally?s=r&..
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM
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We know what the problem is: sunlight. We are seeing a rise in vampire injury. Certainly, this cannot be vaccine injury. Must be latent

vampire genetics causing a multitude of life threatening events due to exposure to sunlight. This theory is much more plausible to

factcheckers than any ludicrous conjecture that experimental gene therapy injections could possibly cause injury to the human subjects

of the ongoing experiment.
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Orcus_
Joined On 9/4/2021 10:06:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Melatonin attenuates angiotensin II-induced cardiomyocyte hypertrophy through the CyPA/CD147 signaling pathway  .  .  .  .

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/27590243
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Pridesmom
Joined On 9/10/2009 11:18:04 PM
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As far as surviving this regime we have, I will just keep doing what i always have done...stay prepared the best i can. Both my parents

grew up during the great depression and the lessons weren't lost by me. I'm not a crazy prepper like is displayed on the tube but a

sensible one. I have my garden every year and can, freeze, store and dry enough to last till the next garden season. What i can't grow,

which isn't much i buy. I have my own chickens that produce abt. 10 doz a week, way more than i need and sell the surplus which pretty

well covers their food cost.

I cook from scratch with real food and haven't did a drive thru lane in decades. Gas prices, while bad for many, really don't tax me much as

I only use a 1/2 tank a month. Guess it helps as self employed my whole life and business was always at my residence. People need to

make some choices here. For me the choice is do I want to survive this and be able to help my neighbors if I can or do I want to roll over

and comply with the lies and propaganda.
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herbsaregod
Joined On 1/9/2021 5:33:21 PM
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......and the beneDts outweigh the risks?? Only for the biggest known criminals according to our judicial system considering they’ve paid

out more money in lawsuits than any other entity.  My cousin died at the age of 2 months the same day she received her 2 month

injections and the drs said it was SIDS. If people are accepting this without question then they will believe anything. I always Dnd it insane

on how people actually respond when I tell the story. I’ve heard “yeah some babies die, that’s gonna happen”. That’s when I respond with

“Oh it’s ok as long as it’s not your baby, right?” Or some will say “it was SIDS it had nothing to do with the shots”. I think people are so

scared of the truth they have to just keep believing.
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Pridesmom
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SIDS was just another excuse to cover themselves, just like the MMR and Autism. My child way back in 1980 received her baby

vacs at a few months old and that night see had a temp of 105, screamed for hours and when i called the Dr. told to give her

Tylenol as was just nothing to worry about. She was and still isn't right. So sorry about your little cousin and yes, people can be so

cruel.
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Bri8633
Joined On 12/10/2016 2:07:37 PM
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We have buried several friends and relatives for this  we unfortunately buried our 49 year old nephew on Saturday he just fell over at

home and had a heart attack just Dnished his physical for work on Monday and everything was Dne. Thankfully he was not driving or

Kying a plane and injured others . I’m a genealogist and have seen a Hugh increase at the little Cemeteries I clean and photograph . I did

not take the shot and know one but our daughter has . She unfortunately is having all kinds of health problems as a result of the shot .

She is unable to lay down to sleep because her blood pressure goes way up . Very disturbing
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m sorry about your daughters predicament. It’s my worse fear. That my daughter or granddaughter will get jabbed by someone.

 As parents, we have stay strong I think. It’s our family’s only hope. Hugs. Hang in there and if you can, read the articles on how to

negate the jab!
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Pridesmom
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I'm into genealogy too and what i am seeing is in our local paper the increase in people dying under 60 years old. I was active with

Find-a-Grave for years and seeing the same. I am unvaxxed and will stay that way but have friends that were and one in particular

suffered a bad reaction.
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NEVER A TRUER WORD SPOKEN! Copied and pasted An opinion piece from a vaccinated Australian writer: “If Covid was a battleDeld it

would still be warm with the bodies of the unvaccinated. Thankfully the mandates are letting up and both sides of the war stumble back

to the new normal. The unvaccinated are the heroes of the last two years as they allowed us all to have a control group in the great

experiment and highlight the shortcoming of the Covid vaccines. The unvaccinated carry many battle scars and injuries as they are the

people we tried to mentally break, yet no one wants to talk about what we did to them and what they forced “The Science“ to unveil.

We knew that the waning immunity of the fully vaccinated had the same risk proDle as others within society as the minority of the

unvaccinated, yet we marked them for special persecution. You see we said they had not “done the right thing for the greater good” by

handing their bodies and medical autonomy over to the State. Many of the so-called health experts and political leaders in Australia

admitted the goal was to make life almost unlivable for the unvaccinated, which was multiplied many times by the collective mob, with

the Dght taken into workplaces, friendships, and family gatherings.

Today the hard truth is none of it was justiDed as we took a quick slide from righteousness to absolute cruelty. We might lay the blame on

our leaders and health experts for the push but each individual within society must be held accountable for stepping into the well-laid-out

trap. We did this despite knowing full well that principled opposition is priceless when it comes to what goes inside our bodies and we let

ourselves be tricked into believing that going into another ineffective lockdown would be the fault of the unvaccinated and not the fault of

the toxic policy of ineffective vaccines.
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Bailey17
Joined On 12/29/2019 8:22:31 PM
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“He was a true believer’ and in denial until it was him who was the injured patient,” she told Kory. This is why I Dnd myself hoping for more

severe vaccine injuries. I resent being made to feel that way because wishing ill on others is bad for so many reasons. But as this

statement makes clear, unless we have so much damage it's impossible to whitewash it, the evil will continue until we are all destroyed.

So severe vaccine damage seems the lesser evil of the only two possible outcomes. People like this doctor have forced us to feel this

way - it's their fault, so I shouldn't really feel wrong to wish them ill, from a rational standpoint.
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM
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Well, what do you expect from a poisonous mRNA gene therapy injection that had no real trials and is a complete experiment to the point

that not even big pharma knows what is happening.
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antispike
Joined On 8/23/2021 10:59:17 AM
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AUTOPSY, AUTOPSY AUTOPSY! CDC and FDA are suppressing autopsy reports and discouraging autopsies on vaccinated people.

Although it is expensive, autopsies will show the connection between the SADS and CV19 vaccines. We must push for autopsies on the

bodies of dead vaccinated people!
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toraware
Joined On 3/16/2021 12:23:58 PM
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Doctors need to make a living and hospitals are businesses, so it's a good idea to keep seeding humanity with illnesses. From education,

licensing, certiDcation, advertising, insurance, along with political sway, patents and pharmaceuticals, it's a well integrated vertical

system to siphon off the peoples' money.
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mourningwarbler
Joined On 7/24/2009 3:16:05 PM
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Reminds me of Jim Fix, author of the 1977 bestseller, THE COMPLETE BOOK OF RUNNING. Remember?
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I remember. Fixx, 2 x's btw, died at 52 of a heart attack! Hill sprints are the way to run IMO. Before that was Aerobics by Kenneth

Cooper. Bullshiite is timeless, it's not new. He claimed there was a MAGIC point at 12 minutes at which you would reap

cardiovascular beneDts. Running for 11 minutes and 59 seconds is a complete and utter waste of time. Run one more second

though and the magic instantly happens! Friggin morons. He didn't say it like I just did of course, but he did claim you MUST RUN

FOR 12 MINUTES.
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Lee1941
Joined On 1/4/2010 12:34:24 PM
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Good to know. Eat wisely, drink in moderation, get off the couch, and keep learning. Obeying God sure can’t hurt.
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SALVA1ONEGIANNAOL.COM
Joined On 3/28/2021 6:17:58 AM
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I' ll bet if, " MONK " were the investigator on this subject he would know the truth of the matter !
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MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM
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Thank You Dr. Mercola for covering what the nurse referred to as “THAT Issue!”
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lad9370
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What I'm noticing is that the sun burns my plants- it's better plant in shade and on the north and east side....there is the option to get at

least two sun sails for over the current garden. Also, when there is too much rain, there is a proliferation of fungus, on the leaves and in

the ground. I have noticed what (about everyone) would call a conspiracy theory is an active use of bio-weaponry ...the chemtrails in the

sky in a tic-tac-toe pattern over our homes. This was happening to me as far back as 2017. Big Pharma in cahoots with government, is

indeed using our collective bodies to experiment with, as small science labs...and this has been their entitlement since way back, with

women's wombs for example--using that disasterous drug- thalidomide, stilbesterol (hah!

to prevent miscarriages which it never did for 30+ years), pitocin (to induce) and misoprostol (to augment but freaking babies out

neurologically). Not to mention that they are still producing addictive opioids, and killer-drugs with 50-100 side effects, non-stop. There

has been ZERO informed consent...and fakeceutical companies are laughing all the way to the bank.

As for basic Medicine, something as simple as acknowledging the principle that GRAVITY goes from up to down would make any thinking

person realize that lying on your back and bound to have a baby is contra-indicated. Period. However, yum yum...hospitals and docs make

MUCH more money on C-Sections that are only 15% or less, a necessity. Too many of us have been sucked-into the monkey see, monkey

do ANTI-Social media, to the point where we believe no one is in his or her right mind. Trust has fallen to the wayside...exactly what the

powers that be have planned.
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Watching Jimmy Dore's clip of Senator Rand Paul questioning Fauci on the 0-5 shots - (based on an assumption, by the way. NO data) -

and then the Sen asks how many boosters are we going to have? 10? Risk factors: myocarditis 80 in 1M will get heart trouble - that study

is from the Israeli study and VAERS - but Fauci would say 2 in 1M - or say there aren't studies - Boy does the senator lay into him.

Conjecture not science - why is Fauci allowed to push this thing through? (we know why, but for those who don't question Fauci or

'science' - where is the logic?) Fauci says there's clinical proof from Israel with the elderly having 3 and 4 boosters --- I guess if you

survive the boosters - don't have a stroke or heart attack or lose your memory, etc.

The Sen. pushes the point we're talking about children, not the elderly. Also, in the data - they NEVER talk about natural immunity. If your

child already had corona, what are the chances they'll contract it again and go into the hospital - Fauci answers bizarrely about reinfection

and morbidity.

I've watched the vaxxed get it at the same degree as the non-vaxxed. IT'S A MOOT POINT at that point. In that age group... I've watched it

over and over in the young adult sector ... and it's even more benign in the youngest of the population, but Fauci said he wouldn't retire

until it was on every childhood vaccine schedule. What the heck? I always watch from a 'believer in Fauci and the 'science' perspective so

I can see how they're being manipulated to believe in this TRASH.

It's NUTS. With all that said, I can see how a 'believer' would hate Jimmy Dore and the Senator. Fauci is doing his best to speak what he

knows (which isn't much) - and he's keeping his cool like a man with nothing to lose. I'd really like to know why the gov't is recommending

this - and how many people will shoot up their kids with it. Probably the same amount of people who go on long walks outside wearing a

mask.
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"Amputations of arms, legs, Dngers and toes — consequences of post-jab blood clots — are also being written off as something else" -

Good GOD! "Medicine is back to the freaking CIVIL WAR!!! Have any of you seen the strange crap morticians are pulling out of people

postmortem?  It looks like something from the movie Alien!!!
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Most SADs appear to have an industrial cause, especially when people die decades earlier than the roughly expected 70 or older! This

maybe causing some harmful epigenetic changes of fetal DNA in a mother's womb. Toxins look the primary cause of SADs, especially the

extremely toxic, inadequately, and clearly fraudulently "tested" "vaccines" for the alleged "Covid-19" "virus", which causes complex and

varying effects, possibly designed to make the cause, the "vaccines", harder to pin down. What was quite shocking was the recently

revealed signiDcant quantity of injuries and deaths caused by the initial trials of the "vaccines" which should have caused state rejection

of them! Jessica Rose and Geert Vanden Bossche are providing ample evidence of just how dangerous the "Covid-19" "vaccines" were

and still are!
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And I still talk to people who do not believe what is in front of them. I spoke to a cousin of mine over the weekend who had been "vaxed"

developed severe Covid was hospitalized and thinks he should have the booster. so he will not be as sick next time. MMC 881221
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palmiro
Joined On 6/20/2022 5:48:07 AM
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I am not a scientist but all this had been predicted by many scientists before they were threatened and silenced
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM
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There are still many who are speaking.
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hellbent
Joined On 8/17/2012 12:44:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And we were warned about various facets of this Dlthy situation by Dr M
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john.collis
Joined On 9/25/2021 3:27:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SADS in the UK stands for Sudden Arrhythmia Death Syndrome in young people under 35, it has a rate of 12 cases per week. See

www.c-r-y.org.uk. It is disingenuous to compare data from the 1960-1990 with today as training methods have changed. The England

national football team who won the World Cup in 1966 smoked. Did the Soviet Union or other Warsaw Pact countries report their data? A

simple Google scholar search between 1990 & 2018 reveals several thousand papers primarily amongst high school students in the USA.

My local university is a centre of sporting excellence and SADS has been a concern there for the last decade. It is known that SARS-CoV-2

also reactivates the herpes virus, particularly EBV(HHV-4) and may be behind long CoViD. See

www.researchgate.net/proDle/Syed_Muhammad_Abidi/publication/360514424..
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JohnJohn20
Joined On 4/12/2013 1:15:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of this information will become a moot point as we March forward to world war 3 with Russia and China. Gas will probably be $10 a

gallon by August. InKation keeps on going up. Businesses are laying people off. Manufacturing Drms and repair shops can’t get parts,

millions of illegals are coming across the border, supply chain problems everywhere, fertilizer shortages world wide, 3rd world countries

cannot get wheat, sleeper cells all over the country just waiting for orders, crime increases everywhere, drug use is pandemic, and the

leaders of USA are focused on Jan 6th while Nero Dddles and Rome burns. If you have’ not stockedpiled rice and beans by now, and

started a gardenbetter get started  times a wastin’
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just because you can stockpile or grow plant junk like grain and beans and keep it for years does not mean that it is healthy! Rice

and beans will eventually cause weight gain and make you progressively sicker. Man does not work optimally on carbohydrates or

vegetable Dbre, especially not in seed form, the worst being grains and beans. Raw beans require a lot of time, work, and water,

even fermentation, to make edible. Vegan malnutrition is ugly; sensible people given in and eat at least some animal food! ----

Most farmed plant foods pushed by prevalent, disguised and obvious, Vegan propaganda of the corrupt farming/food industry, are

poor value and often harmful.

Plant farming is often not an eTcient use of land or labour. Most farming is frankly a disastrous mistake, made even worse by

industrial agriculture practices, even in gardens. ---- I currently buy multiple weeks worth of raw fatty ruminant (Lamb) meat and

blocks of Beef dripping, which I freeze, and spend very little on signiDcantly space wasting vegetables; I only use herbs, and

spices, and low carbohydrate coloured and green vegetables sparingly as condiments.

Also, I buy some Duck, not Chicken, eggs. ---- I have and advise having a robust large and compact pressure cooker pans, not

electric ones, for cooking food fast with the least power consumption, have a lot of cans of gas, many gas valve adapters, and

multiple portable gas/solid-fuel burners, so that I can cook without mains gas or electricity, and use a Big Berkey, with spares, for

clean water without mains water pressure.
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Joymartin76
Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can I use this? I can attribute it to you or not, whichever you prefer.
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vio7642
Joined On 9/27/2021 3:48:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think you are a little to optimistic. Lol....
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JohnJohn, you are right on! It is getting so bad that even the blind can read the writing on the wall. However, it is no longer just a

matter of buying what you need. Across much of the US, Delds are standing barren and have not been planted. Threre will be no

harvest. That also means a seed shortage next year. Herds and Kocks have been slaughtered due to high farming costs, no feed

and other shortages. There is a shortage of replacement animals. You don't just manufacture more meat like widgets--it takes at

least 18 months to raise a beef cow from a calf. Everything is getting much worse. If your plans are not already well underway, you

are late to the game. Since you may not be able to rely on domestic food sources, inc. your own garden, do whatever you can to

include sources of wild food.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keythong........right as rain......I have read much from Dr Pail Saladino .and listened to his podcasts and his interviews with Dr

Mercola and Joe Rogan . Am convinced he is very correct in his studies and comments,...so 2 years ago I went mostly Meat

eater..90% beef...organs weekly..liver , and heart...I have lost most the pains and itches and lost a lot of bloated weight...I feel

Good when I get up..eat one meal a day beef...add in a bit of honey in my coffee with real cream...and a snack of a fruit mid day

..usually a banana maybe n apple..

and I do take Mercolas V&M and his Grass feed beef organs....and some from >>>> https://carnivoremd.com/  < <<>> and yes I do

have a garden...grow stuff for my birds....sunKowers etc etc etc,,,and cabbages for my geese and the grass thye love .and worms..I

have several boxes of red wigglers....and worm castings keep the plants healthy and when the salmon run..ill get pick up truck of

salmon...usually guts and throw away dead Dsh....makes great plant food and the birds like it too....

IDK..but people are so worried over 'germs' and 'clean'. And 'antibacterial'....well you body is composed of GERMS and Bacteria

,thats what keeps people alive....and when ya dump in a ton of antibacterial sh!t your killing off all the bacteria.and that will mess

up the body immune system and lymphatic system and GUT Brain and your brain and about everything else ........ Oh well...... From

MyMountain...and the sun is shinning....between them F&&&&in Chemtrails.....I wish I had a heat seeking missile..maybe a SCUD

or two
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree, get a garden going. I think keythong is missing the point. We have a garden, live in the country, raise chickens, quail, bees,

can, husband has taken up hunting. We try to live as self suTciently as possible. Being as self suTcient as you can be is more

than rewarding, mentally and physically.  JohnJohn20 is only pointing out that if you are starving, having rice and beans stored will

be of incredible value and might actually keep you alive in times of famine. He is not saying to store rice and beans and eat them

for the rest of your life, only in times of need!
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Bailey17
Joined On 12/29/2019 8:22:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lee, I agree. I thought JohnJohns ideas were pretty good. We've stockpiled beans and some rice. If we can't get food, we'll be glad

to have it. We seldom eat rice and beans, eat paleo mostly, a lot of red meat and Dsh. Most of our meat is deer I kill. But in bad

times that won't work, the deer will be eliminated in a few months once people start shooting them to stay alive. I don't know how

our garden will help us when our neighbors are starving. There are bound to be some who would rather raid our garden than starve.

We have guns and ammo, but so will many of them - guns will be essential, but only to provide a Dghting chance so you can at

least go down shooting. Vio is right, people are too optimistic about how things will be if TSHTF. Think cannibalism, for example.

Most available protein will be walking on two legs.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hate this - but also, a friend's grandparents lived through the great depression on beans and rice and what they could grow in their

garden - and passed in their late 80's and early 90's - hopefully, if it were to come down to this, I will always remember her telling

me that so I don't have fear.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mrrobb, they operate well above 40,000 feet.
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chouchoubear
Joined On 5/10/2022 9:07:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Keythong: My parents and grandparents were Dt, lean, active and healthy well into their 90s, my grandma even lived to be 103, on

a diet of mainly bread, potatoes, vegetables, dairy, and a standard apple and egg a day. They ate meat only once a week or less.
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AnthonyHalifax
Joined On 6/19/2022 1:28:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Depopulation Jab Covid 1984 is just the Flu re-branded so that the Evil Luciferian FreeMasons New World Order can murder the masses

for the Depopulation Agenda! Jacques Attali, 1981, then adviser to Franois Mitterrand wrote this: "In the future it will be a question of

Dnding a way to reduce the population. We will start with the old, because as soon as he exceeds 60-65 years man lives longer than it

produces and it costs society dearly. Then the weak and then the useless ones who bring nothing to society because there will be more

and more of them, and especially Dnally the most stupid. Euthanasia targeting these groups; euthanasia will have to be an essential

instrument of our future societies, in any case.

We will of course not be able to execute people or make camps. We will get rid of it by making them believe that it is for their good. Too

large a population, and for the most part unnecessary, is something economically too expensive. Socially, it is also much better for the

human machine to come to an abrupt halt rather than gradually deteriorating. We won't be able to pass intelligence tests on millions and

millions of people, you can imagine! We will Dnd something or cause it, a pandemic that targets certain people, a real economic crisis or

not, a virus that will affect the old or the big, it doesn't matter, the weak will succumb to it, the fearful and the stupid will believe it and ask

to be treated.

We will have taken care to have planned the treatment, a treatment that will be the solution. The selection of idiots will thus be done on

its own: they will go to the slaughterhouse on their own. " [The future of life - Jacques Attali, 1981] Interviews with Michel Salomon,

collection Faces of the future, editions Seghers. The link has been censored by Big Brother!

qall5ictanzobw2zo3nex6zc7u-ac5fdsxevxq4s5y-forumactif.translate.goog/t..
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am starting to think the most stupid ones deserve to be eliminated and there seem to be a lot of them. I have no sympathy

whatsoever for the willingly vaccinated cowards, who thought people like us should be forced to be vaccinated. It shocks me how

few people seem to understand that good overall health is related to proper immune function and resistance to all diseases and

that sabotaging one's health and immune system, with a vaccine that deDes logic and basic principles of immunology, is unwise to

say the least. The funny thing is the "elites" are also weak morons, so they should eliminate themselves as well.
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Pandabeartx
Joined On 9/2/2021 10:37:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The link has been removed. That says it all!
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can't forget about Wiley Willy Gates' June 2011 quote, Anthony. "The world today has 6.8 billion people. That’s headed up to about

9 billion. Now if we really do a great job on new vaccines, health care, reproductive health services, we lower that by perhaps 10 or

15 percent.” I mean, c'mon, people (society)!!!! HE TOLD US AHEAD OF TIME WHAT THE PLAN IS.
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Mithrandris
Joined On 6/20/2022 11:10:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The email said there was help reversing this yet all this article says is how screwed people are..
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deb3848
Joined On 2/15/2014 1:58:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I still can't wrap my mind around why our leaders would deliberately destroy the health of the people, destroy businesses, the food

supplies, etc. I know about the Great Reset but how could there be that many American leaders in on it or ignorant of what's really

happening? Saw videos about all the cattle that died recently in Kansas, controversy there too. Does anybody know more about this?
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Pridesmom
Joined On 9/10/2009 11:18:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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Magnolia
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:52:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And are they taking note of all these dead people's vaccination status?
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Pridesmom
Joined On 9/10/2009 11:18:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same reason they wouldn't do autopsy of dead. They got a lot of lies to keep covered up.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biden is now causing nuclear plants to go o_ine  thepatriotnation.net/biden-is-now-causing-nuclear-power-plants-to-go-o..   Even worse,

we could have meltdowns if the grid goes down for long enough.
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lrg2000
Joined On 4/8/2012 8:08:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From the shot  to the problems. What is the time duration?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Varies by batch.
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kbam^eld
Joined On 11/7/2009 1:12:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fv18lw20-vaccine-carn..

]-R&c[0]=AT0otrDTOcorb6RQOYuOKbpeGIejz01hLweLzhZ3SeghV80vksWKBVLuBUiq8WZNczeTaVYhgbynwkqM2zhAjfY8gVRU5jZ79yWp

U53xgLTVfyASr_7bDqGPTVERw SAY no more nudge nudge wink wink
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

June 20, 2022. over 2.5 years since whu-Ku lab release in China. Not ONE person or entity responsible for all of this has remotely been

held accountable. Does ANYone Dnd that simply astonishing? All the same people who have orchestrated all of this are still doing so in

their very same positions. Not ONE.
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Dnd that fact both infuriating, and mind-boggling! Our courts, and justice systems are the only way forward out of this mess, but it

will take time, as the justice systems and courts do. As Dr. Matthias Desmet predicted, he sees this current global situation lasting

about seven to eight years. In other words, things will get worse before they get better, so I think people should start to think about

what is really important, and indeed necessary to their life. It will be a rough road for a while. I will focus on taking my health into

my own hands, ( which I already have been doing for years) educate myself as best I can to try and avoid the medical

establishment, and become an integral part of my direct community where I live.

No long travel trips, making use of local businesses for food and services, and fostering close connections with my neighbours.

Feels a little bit like going backwards in time, but maybe that's not so bad. Material things are not so important to me. Human

connections are.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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I respect the hope you have eileenruth, but considering the totality of what has happened to humanity and is continuing as I write

this it's surreal not ONE person or entity in the 2.5 years + How many lives have been lost or maimed and how many livelihoods

destroyed which did not have to happen when we all know who is responsible. Seeing the little elf Fauci before congress just this

last week having the audacity to even be allowed at this time to ask for more of "our" money to fund further research in China and

injection development shows just how Un-concerned these perps are of being held accountable.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Sorry but the courts will not do squat. Try Dnding a judge who is not a Mason. They don't wear black by accident.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian I am more in your camp of this all being inevitable with nothing which will be done in the ways of REAL justice, but do hold

out a sliver of hope yet as Eileen does.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brodie, my only hope and faith is in the Lord. If it is His will, than it shall be done. That doesn't mean we are to sit on our hands and

only wait for Him to act.
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candigirltoo
Joined On 11/29/2008 11:58:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

do we know how many of these athletes had the jab and how many had covid, or both? It seems like just having covid may be causing

some of these deaths/injuries. Is there data?
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smthomas100
Joined On 9/29/2021 4:12:43 PM
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If SAD was caused by covid the numbers would have been elevated in 2020. The deaths did not become elevated until the vaccine

was widely available to everyone in 2021.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Covert 2019 does not cause people to suddenly drop dead without warning.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely agree!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/20/2022 2:11:50 PM
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lauraH1
Joined On 1/28/2021 12:37:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hold up, wait a minute. this article talks about one thousand something people dying from SADS, but then 700 something young people

going into cardiac arrest, collapse, or have died on the Deld in the past year why is this article comparing apples to oranges? why cant the

data just be direct?  HOW MANY ATHLETES DIED FROM SADS 2021-2022? why skew the numbers by lumping in collapses and cardiac

arrest for the comparison? unfortunately, seems biased to me, and takes away from the main points of this article. i am quite

disappointed that these Dgures of comparison arent more straight forward.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/20/2022 2:23:57 AM
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john.collis
Joined On 9/25/2021 3:27:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A Google Scholar search restricted to between 1990 & 2018 for cardiac arrest athletes reveals over 9000 papers. The estimated

prevalence is 6 in 100000 in male athletes. How many athletes are there? In 2015 I attended a seminar on Sudden Arrhythmia

Death Syndrome at my local university, a sports oriented establishment, in 2015 discussing this very topic. This has become a

concern there over the last decade as there’s no guarantee of identifying people at risk by pre screening as ECG can appear

normal. Long QT developed in a former colleague of mine the day after cycling 200 miles, he had a cardiac arrest at work in an

urgent care centre, fortunately we had an AED and were located adjacent to an Emergency Department.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/20/2022 4:19:18 AM
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HOW MANY ATHLETES DIED FROM SADS 2021-2022?=>Nobody knows why cant the data just be direct? => direct data don't exist

why skew the numbers by lumping => nobody truly differentiates the causes of "collapses and cardiac arrests" seems biased to

me=> the purpose of the article to bring attentions to signiDcantly increased sudden deaths among young people. science must

step in and sort it out, but I doubt this is going to happen. DON''T Kill The Messenger. The problem DOES EXIST.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/20/2022 7:04:30 AM
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Joymartin76
Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To put it simply, what it's saying is that cardiac arrest, SADS, other health problems are being caused in young people because of

the jabs.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/20/2022 7:57:27 AM
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why haven't any American athletes died? Baseball, football, or basketball players.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/20/2022 8:20:41 AM
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's your data, laura:     goodsciencing.com/covid/athletes-suffer-cardiac-arrest-die-after-covid..   Between Jan. '21 to May '22

732 athletes died. 1,111 had cardiac arrests and serious issues. Straight forward enough?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/20/2022 10:10:33 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the numbers of events suddenly jump, and one sees that it happens at a particular time after particular things, then one has

to connect the dots. To deny this is very, very, very wrong indeed.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/20/2022 1:08:25 PM
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ban7356
Joined On 8/31/2020 12:17:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't see anything to download in the article. Did I miss something??

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/20/2022 10:59:09 AM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the sorcerer nicolaitan manipulators were able to get away w/ corrupting the word of God& suTcient numbers of people

apathetically& blindly followed them in this country: they were on their way. Ungratefulness& covetousness w/ initiation& the resulting

peer pressure then brought the ideas of the phony pagan evolutionary philosopher euthanasia (repudiation of God's family& economic

order for crony fascist crapitalism, elitism, human sacriDce, legitimizing using your brother, your brother's money,wife, daughter, son,

whatever, pragmatically& w/o God's voluntarily received salvation,limitations& light) front& center.

Promoting& romanticizing the rich monopolists& Babylonian order priesthoods by whatever name: religious or secular psych-sorcery,

initiating 'arts', illegitimate 'leadership techniques'& mystical 'disciplines' promoted to the sorted& initiated, proven willing to compromise

conscience to 'get ahead' or to 'do whatever one had to do' (binding lies& bondage, now you're extortable by the even more sinful

'masters') as those suTciently Kattered 'wise'& 'worthy' as cash cows&managers.

Sort out the truly godly who are Jn 8 KJB/AV free indeed,then wonder when wickedness explodes& bondages of lust grow w/o God's

power to restrain them. The lie of adjustable 'law'& conscious evolution only having power to degrade& devolve,& to ultimately destroy.

Then no will or ability to restrain one's lust to fornication leads to explosion of disease& unwanted, abused children.

Bring in child sacriDce& call it 'abortion'. Use the Greek word for 'baby': fetus& lie to draw more people into the sin (1 Tim 4: like Rome did

w/ Latin& Greek for centuries in the last elite-cultivated Dark Age). The only thing worse is not even pretend standard relativistic

paganism following the devils openly as we see increasingly today. Ultimately it gets down to rejected mindsoul& conscience to the

degradation of bestial survivor of the Dttest,& here we are. Many call Baal,Jesus today

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/20/2022 6:13:41 AM
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spribula36yahoo.com
Joined On 12/5/2021 6:18:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe it is the 5 G that is hooked up with covid jab. Many people I know since they installed the 5 G towers that have gotten sick

constantly. Even those without the jab. But yes there has been many people that have died recently all had the jab. Also was about them

putting chemicals in the air. My garden is doing terrible and I have always had a good garden. I lost two beautiful lilac bushes just over

night. So what are we breathing in? I heard India knocked down every tower in their country. Bill Gates is pushing really hard with his baby

cell meats. So where are all the nutrients we are suppose to get from food. Also why are all the food manufactures burning up all over the

country. It sure does not look like an accident.. And all the animals being killed. I do not understand how nothing is being done to

investigate all this.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/20/2022 4:57:49 AM
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Spribula - I wonder also i still have visits from some bees in my garden but not so many and there is a lack of little sparrows and

other small birds. The plants have been slow to Kower even the tomato plants in my little greenhouse have only a few small green

tomatoes. I wonder why so many food plants have burnt down. I wonder why our farmers are being advised by our governments to

set aside Delds, to be better for the environment? Gates is buying up land I'm sure all his could be set aside and leave the farmers

to farm.

Why when this conKict and also due to sanctions of the western governments, we are having shortages from the bread basket of

the countries involved in this. Sadly its the ordinary people that are suffering in those countries. Dr.Mercola thank you for this

article though I don't see any government or doctors or anyone in power blaming their safe and effective "vaccines" for any health

conditions or deaths. That will all be swept under a very large rug. Not that my opinion matters

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/20/2022 6:17:52 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Honor among thieves. They will never investigate themselves. Do you expect to see Hillary in a prison jumpsuit? Ain't gonna

happen.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/20/2022 8:16:58 AM
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